African Poster Index: Eritrea

Description: Tiger with shield and spear superimposed over map of Eritrea. Eritrean flag hangs from spear; two armed soldiers in background of map.
Language: Arabic, Tigrinya.
Eritrea: n.p., 199-. (2 copies)

Description: Conference poster, depicting Africa against a background of an urban street scene.
Language: Arabic, English, French, Tigrinya.
University Park: Pennsylvania State University, 1999.

Eritrea.
Description: Boy crying, holding shoe.
Language: Arabic, English, Tigrinya.

Eritrea: Hope.
Description: Man leading woman dressed in robes towards blazing sun.
Language: Arabic, English, Tigrinya.
Asmara: n.p., 1993. (2 copies)

Eritrea is free!
Description: Drawing of flower breaking chains by Z. Tecle.
Language: Arabic, English, Tigrinya.
Asmara: n.p., 1993. (2 copies)

"I Will Never Give Up My Eritrean-ness" (translation).
Description: Small boy holding Eritrean and UN flags on yellow background.
Language: Arabic, Tigrinya.

Memory: Eritrea, Asmara, 20th June Martyr's Day.
Description: Photo of child with candle by Mulugeta Asgehdom.
Language: English.

"The Seed Must Grow" (translation).
Description: Hand holding up the index finger next to a green and yellow flower.
Language: Arabic, Tigrinya.

"War Veterans I Support You" (translation).
Description: Man putting ballot into box, surrounded by ghost-like figures wearing chains. Bright light emanates from the paper in the man's hands.
Language: Arabic, Tigrinya.